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The stories we share are some of the lasting
legacies we create with British Columbians
across the province.

2010 Legacies Now is dedicated to strengthening arts, literacy, sport and recreation, healthy living, accessibility and volunteerism
in communities across British Columbia. As a not-for-profit society, we are creating lasting legacies around the province leading up to,
and beyond, the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.
This annual review highlights our many accomplishments for the 2007/2008 fiscal year, all of which we achieved in partnership with the Province of
British Columbia and over 4,000 organizations and groups throughout B.C. We hope you will enjoy the stories that follow and be inspired to create
your own legacies in your community.
2010 Legacies Now. 2010 and beyond.
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“These Games are a once in a lifetime
opportunity and if we don’t actively
take advantage of them, they will just
pass us by.”

Celebrating community spirit, engaging volunteers
and supporting sport events are some of the ways
we are helping British Columbians get involved in the
excitement and opportunities of 2010. Learn more at
2010LegaciesNow.com/get-involved/
GET INVOLVED: HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2007/08

VOLWEB.CA™

» More than 95 Spirit of BC committees, representing over 200
communities across the province, inspired people to be active in
their communities and show their community pride. The Spirit of
BC program is supported by the Province of British Columbia.

British Columbia will host the world
in 2010 and more than 25,000
volunteers will be on the front lines
welcoming athletes, coaches, officials
and spectators from around the
globe. This incredible volunteer energy
will be a key legacy for B.C.

®

CELEBRATE
Camela Tang grew up in Trinidad and has loved the Olympic
Games her entire life. She is dedicated to helping Nanaimo
capitalize on all opportunities arising from the 2010
Winter Games.

Seven thousand kilometres – that is how far
Camela Tang travelled from her hometown
in Trinidad to her current home in Nanaimo.
It’s also how far she brought her love of
the Olympic Games, which she shares with
her community.
“When you are from such a small country,
the Olympics are a big thing, in particular
the Summer Olympics, and they become
a part of your culture,” Camela explained.
“I have always loved the Olympics from an
early age, so now I am living the dream, but
through the Winter Olympics.”
Camela is the chair of the Nanaimo Spirit of BC
Community Committee, locally known as Team

Nanaimo for its diversity and team-oriented
approach to developing community legacies.
For Spirit of BC Week 2008, Team Nanaimo
welcomed over 700 people to Sport Fest, an
annual celebration of winter sport, community
spirit and counting down to the 2010 Olympic
and Paralympic Winter Games.
Team Nanaimo is one of 17 Spirit of BC ®
committees on Vancouver Island, each finding
its own piece of the 2010 spirit. For example,
the Comox Valley committee developed a
strategy to attract international teams to train
in the region, while the committee in Victoria
hosted several celebrations to commemorate
British Columbia’s 150 th anniversary.

“I’m very interested in what the 2010 Winter
Games can bring to all communities in
B.C., not just Vancouver and Whistler,”
said Camela.
With support from the Province of British
Columbia, 2010 Legacies Now works with
95 committees, representing over 200
communities throughout B.C., to discover
what the Spirit of BC means to their
c o m m u n i t y. B u i l d i n g l e g a c i e s a n d
c e l ebrating the 2010 Winter Games
is what Camela sees Spirit of BC doing
in Nanaimo, and she’s ensuring her entire
community is involved in the excitement
every step of the way.

» More than 375 events were held to help celebrate Spirit of
BC Week 2008, including family skate days supported by BC Hydro
and the B.C. Recreation and Parks Association. From February 8 to
16, people of all ages participated in this fourth annual province-wide
tribute to British Columbia and its unique communities. The Spirit of
BC committees also participated in numerous BC150 celebrations
throughout 2008.
» Spirit of BC launched the new Altitude Youth Experience program
to help 60 youth, aged 16-18, gain leadership skills and make a
difference in their communities.
» More than 80,000 British Columbians visited the 2010
Legacies Now Connecting Communities Tour, presented by Bell
and the Province of British Columbia. The tour visited 20 community
events and festivals to inspire community legacies leading up to 2010
and beyond.
» The RBC 2010 Legacies Now Speaker Series brought four
international experts to British Columbia to share their experiences
in developing business and community opportunities around
the Olympic and Paralympic Games. It was sponsored by RBC,
CTV, the Province of British Columbia, and the Vancouver Sun
and Province newspapers.

To harness that energy, 2010
Legacies Now created VolWeb.ca,
an online system that connects
volunteers with special events such
as sport tournaments, festivals and
fundraisers. The website is free, easy
to use, and acts as a gateway to
thousands of volunteer opportunities.
This year, VolWeb.ca filled 1,900
volunteer positions at events
throughout the province. To date,
more than 1,600 event organizations
throughout B.C. have registered
with VolWeb.ca to find enthusiastic
volunteers for their events. We are
using VolWeb.ca to create a legacy
of active volunteers lasting well
beyond 2010.
VolWeb.ca is supported by the
Province of British Columbia.

» Hosting BC™ distributed $554,000 to 22 communities to
support them in hosting 45 national and international sport events.
Hosting BC was funded by the Province of British Columbia and the
City of Vancouver.
» 45 communities and organizations participated in the Sport
Tourism Network to share information and best practices. The
network was created by 2010 Legacies Now, in partnership with the
Province of British Columbia and Tourism BC.
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“It’s all about ‘stop watching and start
moving.’ It’s not about being good, it’s
about getting exercise, getting healthy
and having fun.”
Encouraging physical activit y, supporting highperformance athletes and promoting sport are
some of the ways we help British Columbians to
be active every day in their communities. Learn
more at 2010LegaciesNow.com/be-active/
BE ACTIVE: HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2007/08

GAME PLAN WINTER BC

» More than 47,000 hockey players in 98 communities participated in
the sixth annual Spirit of 2010 Hockey Tournament, a province-wide
celebration of healthy living and community spirit. The tournament
is supported by the Province of British Columbia, B.C. Minor Hockey
Association and the Vancouver Canucks.

Whether it’s encouraging young
children to tr y new spor ts or
suppor ting high-per for mance
athletes as they reach for their
gold medal dreams, we believe
the 2010 Winter Games present
an unparalleled oppor tunity to
create lasting sport legacies in
British Columbia.

» More than 22,000 youth in 51 communities across B.C.
participated in SportFit™, an interactive program to get youth active
through discovering and trying new sports. SportFit is supported by
the Province of British Columbia, the Government of Canada and CTV.

ENCOURAGE
Bev Nagel is a mother of three who developed a ringette
program for beginners to motivate other women to get
active and be healthy.

Shuttling children to and from sport practices
can be a full-time job, as Burnaby mother
Bev Nagel knows only too well. But after
ten years of watching, managing and even
coaching her three children’s ringette practices,
Bev decided it was her turn to play. That’s when
she started Power to Play: Stop Watching, Start
Moving, a learn-to-play ringette program
for women.

Bev approached the Burnaby-New Westminster
Ringette Association with her idea and
received a grant from the association thanks
to 2010 Legacies Now’s B.C. Sport Participation
Program, which is funded equally by the
Province of British Columbia and the Government
of Canada. This year alone, 42,000 people
across B.C. participated in sport and recreation
activities funded by the program.

The program is open to women over the
age of 30 and involves two coaches who
lead the players through basic skating and
ringette drills every Saturday morning. The
goal is to introduce women to the sport
in a positive and friendly environment.
Bev also hopes to eventually develop a
masters-level team that can play games
against neighbouring teams.

“I think there are a lot of women out there
who want to get more active, but there
aren’t a lot of opportunities for them. And
something that is fun, and for all women, is
even more appealing,” Bev explained.

“The grant was really what kick-started
everything,” Bev explained. “Because of the grant
and support from Burnaby-New West Ringette,
we’ve been able to keep the cost down to make
the program accessible for more women.”

The B.C. Sport Participation Program is
only one way 2010 Legacies Now is helping
youth and adults participate in community
sport throughout the province.

» 2010 Legacies Now delivered the ActNow BC Road to Health Tour,
which was visited by more than 85,000 British Columbians in 18
communities. ActNow BC is the Province of B.C.’s healthy living initiative.
» To date, Action Schools! BC™ has helped more than 400,000
students across B.C. be more healthy and active by guiding teachers
in integrating physical activity and healthy eating lessons into daily
classroom activities. Action Schools! BC is supported by the Province
of British Columbia.
» 2010 Legacies Now distributed $1.5 million to the B.C.
Recreation and Parks Association to support its Active
Communities program, which is helping British Columbians in 161
communities increase their physical activity levels by 20 percent by 2010.
Active Communities is supported by the Province of British Columbia.
» Over 42,000 British Columbians participated in sport and
recreation programs supported by the B.C. Sport Participation
Program. Funded by the provincial and federal governments, a total
of more than $550,000 was distributed to 24 provincial and
multi-sport organizations.

Together with our par tners at
Canadian Sport Centre Pacific and
the Province of British Columbia,
we created Game Plan Winter BC
to support athletes in 17 Olympic
and Paralympic winter sports and
prepare them to represent Canada
on the world stage. This year, Game
Plan Winter BC invested over $1.5
million to support coaching, training,
competition, sport science and
sport medicine for over 400 athletes
in these sports. This funding brought
the total program investment since
2003 to $6.3 million. With this
investment in sport, we hope to
see more B.C. athletes on national
and Olympic teams, on the medal
podium in 2010, and excelling in the
years to come.

» 1,100 athletes in 22 summer sports benefited from $2.3 million
distributed by the Targeted Sport Strategy, in partnership with the
Province of B.C., to support the development of coaches, technical
resources and performance plans.
» More than 700,000 British Columbians participated in
community sport thanks to close to $7.5 million distributed, in
partnership with the Province of British Columbia, to eight multi-sport
organizations and, through Sport BC, to over 50 provincial
sport organizations.
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“My people are ready to move on and
I needed my play to be part of that
healing process.”

Sharing cultural stories, encouraging creative
expression and supporting artistic excellence
are some of the ways we help British Columbians
to explore arts in their communities. Learn more
at 2010LegaciesNow.com/explore-arts/

translation is ‘the place inside the heart where
the blood mixes’ and the play is a tribute to
my people.”

top quality piece of theatre and to tour and
workshop it to get solid community feedback,”
said Kevin.

Where the Blood Mixes was awarded $95,000
from Arts Partners in Creative Development,
a fund initiated by 2010 Legacies Now, along
with five funding partners. The money made
a workshop tour possible, which helped Kevin
fine tune his script, with stops in Toronto,
Vancouver, Kamloops, Trail and Lytton.

The play received an overwhelming level of
support and praise in Kevin’s hometown and
is now in the process of being published as
a book.

“The grant was instrumental in allowing the
play to be the success that it was. It was
instrumental in us being able to present a

» Innovations helped people in 26 communities across the
province experience new arts and cultural activities. The program,
supported by the Province of British Columbia, distributed $210,000 to
32 projects, including new festivals, performances, and workshops to
develop local artists.

A l l a c ro s s B r i t i s h C o l u m b i a,
communities are recognizing a
need to incorporate arts and culture
into their long-term development
p la ns. Sin c e 20 0 4, we h ave
distributed more than $290,000,
through our Creative Communities
program, to 26 communities to
support their cultural planning. This
year alone, we provided a total of
$66,000 to Arrow Lakes, Kimberley,
Penticton, Cranbrook, Kent and
Whistler.

» Arts Partners in Creative Development supported the creation
of new works and further development of existing works
by distributing a total of over $2.7 million to 32 arts and cultural projects
in 11 communities. The funding was in partnership with the Canada
Council for the Arts, City of Vancouver, Province of British Columbia,
Vancouver Foundation, and the Vancouver Organizing Committee
for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.

Kevin LORING is an award -winning
playwright who helped his community
to heal with his story about survival.

“The play is about reconciliation and redemption
– that’s the heart of it. It’s also about the rebirth
of a community that is coming to terms with
their history in residential schools,” explained
Kevin, a member of the Nlaka’pamux First
Nation. “The name of the play comes from
the name of my village, Kumsheen. The direct

CREATIVE COMMUNITIES

» Catalyst, with support from the Province of British Columbia, helped
arts organizations in eight communities reach new audiences
and operate more effectively with $172,000 in funding.

SHARE
First-time playwright Kevin Loring spent nine
years developing his play about the trauma
and survival of Aboriginal people in Canada.
Set in his hometown of Lytton, Where the
Blood Mixes is about a man who must come
to terms with his past in order to move forward
with his life.

EXPLORE ARTS: HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2007/08

“I needed my play to be about surviving and
survivors, about reconciliation and healing,”
Kevin explained. “It opened up a lot of stuff, but
in a good way. The play celebrates survivors.”

» More than 3,500 students from across British Columbia
experienced new arts, sport and recreation activities at
Explorations summer camps. With support from the Province of British
Columbia, the 145 free or low-cost camps received grants totalling
more than $750,000.

Creative Communities assists
local governments to take stock
of their cultural assets and identify
strengths and challenges in their
local arts and cultural sector. The
program also guides governments
through community consultations
to determine how and where to
expand local arts and cultural
programs and projects. For example,
the community of Golden opened
an art gallery and gift shop, while
Princeton turned an old school
auditorium into a community theatre.
Through these cultural mapping
and cultural planning processes, we
are helping communities discover
a cultural identity that is unique to
them and expand it into a viable part
of their community life.
Creative Communities is supported
by the Province of British Columbia.
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“I hope by sharing my story I can help
other immigrant families.”

participating in community literacy planning,
supporting adult literacy programs, and helping
parents and professionals encourage learning
in children are some of the ways we help British
Columbians embrace learning for a lifetime. Learn
more at 2010LegaciesNow.com/embrace-learning/
EMBRACE LEARNING: HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2007/08

PARTICIPATE
Narinder Gill discovered valuable skills to encourage
her young son’s learning, so she could prepare him for
success in school.

When Narinder Gill’s five-year-old son Japjot
arrived at his first day of kindergarten, he had
a smile on his face and was looking forward
to school thanks to the Parents as Literacy
Supporters (PALS) sessions he had attended
in Abbotsford earlier this year. These sessions
were specifically designed for families whose
first language is Punjabi.
“We grew up with different learning techniques,
but at PALS we learn by playing,” explained
Narinder. “You are there with your child to learn
and to help them in their learning process.”

During the PALS sessions, Narinder discovered
activities to connect with her son’s school and
learned strategies for encouraging learning
in both English and Punjabi. Together, they
played games and activities that introduced
language, numeracy and other skills in fun
and interactive ways.
Narinder and Japjot were one of 113 families
who participated in PALS sessions, offered
in Punjabi, Mandarin, Vietnamese, Karen
and Farsi, this year. With support from 2010
Legacies Now and the provincial and federal
governments, these sessions were hosted in
elementary schools in five B.C. communities

and welcomed families, with preschool
and kindergarten-aged children, who have
lived in Canada for up to three years.
“I would really recommend PALS to
immigrant parents who don’t know much
about this country or how the school system
works here,” said Narinder.
Now that Japjot is in kindergarten, he is
learning new skills, but at home Narinder
can still use the activities and games they
learned at PALS, so she stays actively
involved in her son’s learning.

» Parents as Literacy Supporters (PALS) introduced parents and
caregivers in 23 school districts across B.C. to new strategies
to encourage learning in preschool and kindergarten-aged
children. PALS is supported by the Province of British Columbia.
» Parents as Literacy Supporters expanded to include a
three-year pilot for immigrant families in Abbotsford, Burnaby,
Langley, North Vancouver and Surrey. This year, 113 families participated in
the program, which was offered in English combined with Vietnamese,
Mandarin, Karen, Farsi or Punjabi. The pilot program is supported by
the Province of British Columbia and the Government of Canada.
» More than 2,000 early learning and child development professionals
attended LEAP BC™ workshops to discover new play-based
activities to provide children up to age five with a strong
foundation in literacy, physical activity and healthy eating.
LEAP BC was created in partnership with the Province of British
Columbia and University of Victoria.
» LEAP BC™ published two resource manuals, Move with Me
from Birth to Three and Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers,
for families and early learning practitioners.

LITERACY NOW
COMMUNITIES
From infancy through adulthood,
we believe learning is a lifelong
endeavour that is unique to each
person, family and community. Our
Literacy Now Communities program
assists communities in determining
what their region needs to support
and improve local literacy.
Throughout British Columbia, there
are over 90 literacy task groups
that work with more than 1,000
community partners to address local
literacy needs. In Lillooet, there is a
library bus which delivers books and
other resources to remote areas,
while Fort Nelson offers adult tutoring
programs, and Kaslo runs a parenting
and literacy centre which provides
family resources. This year, the
Literacy Now Communities program
distributed $1.7 million to communities
across B.C., bringing the total funding
to $3.1 million since 2005.
The local literacy programs may
vary throughout the province, but
they all have one goal in common
– to empower British Columbians to
embrace learning throughout their
lives. The Literacy Now Communities
program is supported by the Province
of British Columbia.
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“I’m really excited because this
doesn’t happen every day, especially
to a 12-year-old. Becoming a reporter
is a great opportunity.”

Engaging people with disabilities, inspiring inner-city
youth and supporting Aboriginal groups are some of
the ways we help British Columbians embrace diversity
and include everyone in their communities. Learn more
at 2010LegaciesNow.com/include-everyone/
INCLUDE EVERYONE: HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2007/08
» The Measuring Up Accessibility and Inclusion Fund distributed a total
of $1.2 million to support over 100 communities to become more
accessible and inclusive for people with disabilities. The fund
was established with a grant from the Province of British Columbia.
» The Accessible Tourism Strategy launched this year and rated
500 tourism businesses on their level of accessibility for people
with mobility, visual and hearing disabilities. The strategy
was created by 2010 Legacies Now, in partnership with the Province of
British Columbia, Tourism BC and numerous organizations throughout
the province.

ENGAGE

Grace Brulotte is a young girl from Fernie who
doesn’t let her disability prevent her from gaining
new experiences and doing what she loves.

Grace Brulotte is a 12-year-old reporter with
several stories already under her belt and
when the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic
Winter Games roll around, she hopes to be
reporting on the action.
“I really like to interview people and hear their
stories,” explained Grace. “I really think the
stories are inspiring and I like to share them
with others.”
Grace has a congenital disorder that limits
mobility of her joints and requires her to
use a wheelchair. She participates in the
Virtual Voices Village program, which provides
students with disabilities with equipment and
resources to publish stories, artwork and
multi-media projects online at vvvillage.org.

“The best thing about Virtual Voices was that
it broadened Grace’s view of the world, her
experiences and her friendship base,”
explained Grace’s mother, Janice. “It forced
her to get outside her comfort zone and meet
new people.”
A partnership of 2010 Legacies Now, the
Province of British Columbia, SET-BC and
3M, Virtual Voices Village enabled dozens
of students with disabilities to build new skills
and experience new activities this year. It was
through this program that Grace attended
the 2008 B.C. Winter Games to report on the
action. Armed with a camera and recorder
mounted to her wheelchair, and a keyboard
to record her experiences, Grace reported

on the wheelchair basketball match and
posted her video story online.
“I enjoyed reporting on the B.C. Winter
Games in Cranbrook, and I want to keep
on being a journalist,” said Grace. “And
reporting on the Olympics would be very
cool because I like seeing people in action.”
Already a budding piano-player, artist and
singer, Grace now looks forward to mastering
her skills as a reporter, so she can continue
sharing stories from her point of view leading
up to 2010 and beyond.

» Virtual Voices Village was launched to help students with
disabilities develop writing and journalism skills. The program
also offers an online accredited journalism course for Grade 11
and 12 students. Virtual Voices Village is in partnership with SET-BC,
3M and the Province of British Columbia.
» Over 200 inner-city youth in Vancouver and Prince George
participated in the fourth year of Chill, a snowboarding program
which encourages personal development and greater
self-esteem. Chill was presented by Bell and the Province of British
Columbia, with support from Cypress and Tabor Mountains.
» The First Nations Snowboard Team received $204,000 from the
Aboriginal Youth Sport Legacy Fund to support its goal to introduce
Aboriginal youth to snowboarding and further develop high-performance
Aboriginal athletes.

ABORIGINAL YOUTH
SPORT LEGACY FUND
The Aboriginal Youth Sport Legacy
Fund enables us to encourage
Aboriginal par ticipation in
sp o r t, ide nti f y a n d develop
high-per for mance athletes,
and support the education and
training of students in sportrelated studies.
The $3-million fund was created by
the Province of British Columbia,
Squamish Nation, Lil’wat Nation
and the Vancouver 2010 Bid
Corporation, and is managed by
2010 Legacies Now. This year, we
distributed a total of $43,000 to
three post-secondary students,
17 high-performance athletes, and
43 communities and organizations
to create more opportunities for
Aboriginal youth to participate and
excel in sport.
With the upcoming 2010 Olympic
and Paralympic Winter Games
occurring on the shared ancestral
territory of four First Nations
communities, Aboriginal peoples
are playing important roles in the
development of Games-related
legacies. The Aboriginal Youth
Sport Legacy Fund will continue
supporting athletes, students and
community programs well beyond
2010.
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“The partnerships we develop today will
become one of the true legacies that
will continue beyond the 2010 Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games.”

The collaborations and contributions of our partners
have been integral to our many accomplishments
during the 2007/08 fiscal year.
We would like to thank all of our partners, including
the government, corporate, community and other
organizations THAT have been essential to this year’s
successes, with our special gratitude going to the
following partners:

COLLABORATE
Tewanee Joseph is dedicated to ensuring the traditions
and achievements of British Columbia’s Aboriginal peoples
are h o n o u re d at th e 2 010 Winter Ga m es an d in th e
years following.

Tewanee Joseph knows first hand how powerful
partnerships can be. As executive director
of the Four Host First Nations Society, he
oversees a partnership of four First Nations
that ensures cultural traditions are recognized
in the planning and staging of the 2010 Olympic
and Paralympic Winter Games. He also played
a part in creating the new Aboriginal Sport
Gallery, which opened in June and showcases
stories, photographs and artifacts from across
British Columbia.
“Athletic excellence has been a way of life for
Aboriginal peoples for centuries. This gallery
shares the incredible and historic accomplishments
of our athletic heroes through the ages, while
paying tribute to traditional sports,” explained

Tewanee, a member of the Squamish Nation.
“A diverse group of six partners all worked
together, with the future of Aboriginal sport in
mind, to build the gallery.”
An accomplished athlete himself, Tewanee was
captain of the North Shore Indians Lacrosse
team for eight years and has won four national
championships in box and field lacrosse. He
hopes the new gallery will help to share his
love of sport with Aboriginal youth and
demonstrate the important role partnerships
can play in creating community legacies
throughout B.C.
“Alone, we could never accomplish everything
we set out to do. Through our partnerships

we’ve found that we have many things in
common with all people who share these
lands,” said Tewanee. “Sport and athletics
are a powerful means to pull people together
and that’s what we’ve done with the
Aboriginal Sport Gallery.”
The creation of the gallery, housed at the
B.C. Sports Hall of Fame in Vancouver, was
facilitated by 2010 Legacies Now, through
a unique partnership of the Province of
British Columbia, B.C. Sports Hall of Fame,
Four Host First Nations Society, Aboriginal
Sports and Recreation Association of B.C.,
and the Vancouver Organizing Committee
for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic
Winter Games.
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2007/2008

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Overview
The audited financial statements for 2010 Legacies Now for the 2007/08 year ended June
30, 2008 and reflect a deficit position of $10.4 million, compared to a surplus position in
the prior year. 2010 Legacies Now has a cumulative surplus fund balance of $61.5 million
as of June 30, 2008, compared to $72.1 million in the prior year.
FUNDING
2010 Legacies Now received $33.2 million in revenue for 2007/08, compared to $36.7
million in the prior year. The funding was generated from various levels of government, the
private sector and investment income earned on surplus fund balances. 2010 Legacies
Now is developing a post-2010 strategic plan to ensure legacy initiatives continue to benefit
communities throughout the province for years to come.
EXPENDITURES
Overall program expenditures for the 2007/08 fiscal year amounted to $37.3 million,
representing an increase of 36.9% from the prior year. The majority of the increase
is attributed to grant payments of $26.2 million that provide ongoing funding for program
commitments. These commitments extend to communities throughout the province to fund
several of the programs highlighted in this annual review.

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES FOR 2007/08

BALANCE SHEET FOR 2007/08
1000’s

Current assets

$

68,773

Notes receivable

$

100

Property and equipment

$

948

Website development

$

338

Current liabilities

$

8,653

Net assets

$

61,506

General

$

17,780

Sport and Recreation

$

16,901

Arts

$

7,154

Literacy

$

18,336

Other

$

1,335

Total fund balances

$

61,506

Inclusion 5.9%
SpirIt of BC 4.5%

Volunteers 0.4%

Sport and
Recreation 36.4%

Literacy 10.9%

Net assets represented
by fund balances
Arts 12.3%

Sport Tourism 1.8%
Physical Activity and
Healthy Living 27.8%

A complete copy of our 2007/08 audited financial
statements is available at 2010LegaciesNow.com.
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2010
AND BEYOND
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visit 2010LegaciesNow.com for more
information on our progr ams and
start creating your own legacies for
tomorrow, today.
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400 – 1095 West Pender Street
Vancouver, BC V6E 2M6
Telephone:
Toll Free:

778 327 5150
1 866 427 2010

2010LegaciesNow.com

2010 Legacies Now thanks the Province of
British Columbia for its generous support.

